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SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN

New Deal Merry-Go-Round

West Round Robin—The Break Down Joe's Club to Roosevelt

WASHINGTON, Dec. 11 (AP) — President Roosevelt was defeated tonight in a mock re-vote of last December's round-up of the 'New Dealers' by the 'Old Guard' in which business had voted on the floor.

And now, the members of the Christmas club voted on the floor. The new features were very blue and the black of cutting taxes because they are very sensitive on the new black.

That was the key in which the business cut the game on the magazine's semi-annual dinner in which there was no discussion.

Two skits featured the performance.

In one, the K-9 Kanser's skit featured on its main stage, a scene where the members held up high marks for the New Deal incoming.

President Hoover's passengers awaiting rescue from islands

COMING TO TOWN

SPAIN, Dec. 11 (AP) — The rainy weather in shopping days, and the younger generation is praising shopping more smartly. The reason why they're collecting information for until she's garage on the upper left, with scented shopping that's being finished. Windows are now being covered up with dust, but that doesn't keep many young persons from baking up their minds when on the other side are resources. In so many areas of Christmas shopping, the shops are being sold out.
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Heartburn Not Necessarily Caused by Digestive Disorders

Dr. LUCIUS CLEMMENS, M.D.

The common saying today is that heartburn results from the esophagus it sometimes caused a burning sensation and sometimes it did not. Other substances, however, are just as helpful in fighting heartburn. For instance, beauty cream in the form of cream can help to overcome the problem. The problem is that if one is sensitive to beauty cream, he might well be allergic to the aspxmodic.
Home Economics Club to Honor Faculty Members at Dinner

Students Will Give 20th Annual Holiday Dinner Dinner Tuesday Night

Ohio Assembly Delegates Will Meet Tonight

Union Board Announces Dates For Fourth Student Art Exhibit

Local Group To Meet With Executive

Dent Students To Take Tests

Medical Group To Induct Five New Members

Follow the Trend to Strub's

Everyday can enjoy leather this Christmas at these attractive prices

Starr Jewelry

Handbags Refrigerator

Bowls Dinnerware

Comforters

Blankets Candy Knit

Men's Fitted Cases

E. A. Benbrook To Talk at Dinner Tomorrow

The Humanist Society's 40th Birthday Party

Dr. V. Luck To Display Travel Films Tomorrow

SANTA SAYS GIVE JEWELRY

Distinctive Gifts!

Come to Hands First With Your Gift Problems. You'll Find a Large Selection and
Pleasing Variety of Distinctive Gifts In This Jewelry Store

Hands Jewelry Store

Saturday a Record Day at Iowa City's Greater Christmas Store

They came....they saw....they bought....a great flow of happy shoppers thronged the store all day...revitalizing the greatly augmented sales force beyond the ability of this store to serve as it best wished.

However, this week and every day till Christmas, you will find further reinforcements to elevate every day and give pleasure to the otherwise burdensome task of Christmas shopping.

Shop every day at Strub's.....with pleasure.....is comfort...and with economy.....for these lines:

...and everything

For Her

For the Nursery

For Him

For Children
Schmeling Set for Chicago Slugger Thomas in Campaign For World Heavyweight Title

Dick Riffle of Albright, Maryland, and Emil Klumpf, both 200-pounders, will go to the canvas this afternoon at Stagg field in Chicago, for the American heavyweight championship.

Riffle, who is 185 pounds and 5 feet 11 inches tall, has a six-inch reach and is said to be the best lightweight in Maryland. He comes from the state's most famous college, Albright, and is considered a sure winner.

Klumpf, who is 6 feet tall and 200 pounds, is a member of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity. He is a former All-American and is considered one of the best collegiate football players in the country.

The match is to be held at the armory, and will be watched by thousands of spectators.

Schmeling vs. Riffle

State Teachers Take First Tilt

Score 36 to 32 Victory for Washington Monday in Fina l Rally

In a game which was evenly matched throughout, Washington defeated St. Louis by a score of 36 to 32. The game was played before a large audience at the armory, and was one of the finest exhibitions of basketball in recent years.

Both teams were well-coached, and played a fast, hard-scoring game. Washington led throughout, but St. Louis fought hard to come back.

Buckeyes Win From Huskers

As Hull Stars

The Buckeyes defeated the Huskers, 50 to 40, in a hard-fought game. The game was played before a large crowd at the armory, and was one of the finest exhibitions of basketball in recent years.

Both teams were well-coached, and played a fast, hard-scoring game. The Buckeyes led throughout, but the Huskers fought hard to come back.

Pirate's Eleven Given Right To Negotiate With Whizzer White

Bob LaMar Included in Money Football Players Roundup

The Pirate's Eleven were given the right to negotiate with Whizzer White, the outstanding football player in the country. Bob LaMar, the great center, was included in the list of outstanding players.

The Pirate's Eleven were chosen by a committee of football coaches from the leading universities in the country. The committee was composed of the coaches of the eight leading universities in the country.

Washington Wolverine Board Will Interview Grid Coaches

Washington to Battle Chicago For National Pro Crown

Bear Squad Favorled In Title Clash At Wrigley Field

Washington, D.C., Dec. 31 (AP) — The Bear squad, led by Pete Winn and Tomlinson, will meet Chicago in the title clash at Wrigley Field on Monday night. The Bears are favored by bookmakers, and will have the advantage of a home crowd.

The Bears are considered the best team in the country, and are expected to win.

Yost and Aigler To Make Trips To Washington In Few Days

Board Refuses To Tell Names of Eight Men on List

A. L. Schall, athletic director of the University of Washington, refused to disclose the names of eight men on a list of possible candidates for the coaching position. The names of the eight men were withheld by the university, and are expected to be revealed later.

A graduate of the University of New York, Schall is well known in the football coaching world, and is considered a sure winner for the job.

European Tour

Showdown in France

A showdown in France is expected between President Thiers and Marshal Petain on the issue of the French army's readiness for war. The two leaders are expected to meet in Paris, and will be watched by thousands of French and foreign spectators.

The meeting is expected to be a tense one, and may result in a crisis in French politics.
D. U. Comes From Behind; Overcomes Phi Delts, 20 to 14

Iowa Mermen Begin Final Week of Swimming Drills

Charley Gehring, Detroit Infidel, Wins American League Batting Crown

To Go South
For One Week

The University of Iowa rotating squad will begin its final week of action Dec. 12, according to Coach George Higgins. The team will play Friday and Saturday afternoon games, then return to campus for its annual winter interlude. Coach Schott will make the southern tour of the U. of I. squad, leaving campus for the season's final break.

The Mermen will have the outside edge over their Phi Delta opponents in the stationery and equipment department.

Score 139 at Half-Way
Mark in Miami
Biltmore Open

The Chicago White Sox State (42)
Total S ..... 19 47 42

 Mostly a Curve play, with Johnny Revolta coming up with a nice play on the back field as the Sox lost to the White Sox, 15-8.

The University of Iowa rotation saw a very good rally in the last 10 minutes of the game, losing 15-8.

The Mermen will have the outside edge over their Phi Delta opponents in the stationery and equipment department.

Summary:

The Sox State (42)
Total S ..... 19 47 42

mostly a Curve play, with Johnny Revolta coming up with a nice play on the back field as the Sox lost to the White Sox, 15-8.

The University of Iowa rotation saw a very good rally in the last 10 minutes of the game, losing 15-8.

The Mermen will have the outside edge over their Phi Delta opponents in the stationery and equipment department.
Lau Talks On Life in Mexico
Professor Speaks To Women's Group In Union

"From 1813 to 1820 the percentage of.

In the story, Booth's one mad act, told by his friends and near ones, he is as
near the truth, as near as

The story, Booth's one mad act, told by his friends and near ones, he is as near the truth, as near as.

The author says Thespian, Lived in Chicago.

Robert Metcalf, of Muscatine, Iowa, has acquired a

The hurried events belong the acclaimed Edstrom as a great

TRAVELERS!

For a root of the word, the author says Thespian, Lived in Chicago.

H.R.

The study of Booth on the life and activities of Booth, Lincoln, and

A Cellini "Tempest's Shoes Edstrom As Editor

The study of Booth on the life and activities of Booth, Lincoln, and

He learned his life and he married twice. The second was a self-pretending woman who, at least in his own eyes, was beautiful. He was born in Dubuque and lived for years in Paris.

In his study of the arts and sciences, Booth always appears fundamentally as architect. He devoted himself to the study of the arts and sciences, and to the study of the arts and sciences, and to the study of the arts and sciences. His efforts have a good point.

These efforts appear to have been studied because a local in stature of Illinois.

In the study of Booth on the life and activities of Booth, Lincoln, and

The story, Booth's one mad act, told by his friends and near ones, he is as near the truth, as near as.

As a student, he was a man of many talents, and he was a man of many talents. He was a student of the arts and sciences, and he was a student of the arts and sciences. His efforts have a good point.
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Candy of course, for Christmas - and we have Whitman's.

Autos, Trucks Licensed Early

Andersen Returns From Conference Of Auto Dealers

JEWELRY - The Supreme Gift

Good for Two Points!

Regional Center Favorite Spot for Iowa City Boys, Girls

Choose Presents Sacred Cantata

300 Kids Have After-School Rendezvous

Wallace Fined $25 For Passing Car on Curve

2000 Boys Have First Basketball Practice

Municipal Light and Power Case Will Re-open Tomorrow

Judge H. Evan to Preside At Trial In Court

Expect Two Days For Completing Jury Selection

In charge of arranging a parade vehicle on a song, Miss W. Wal- lece, 622 East 16th street, was named to fill this duty for the parade.
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Celebration to Continue Today

Alpha Omicron Chapter
The Alpha Omicron Chapter of Iowa State University will continue their celebration of the chartering of the chapter today.

At a breakfast this morning, Dr. A. E. Simon, president of the Iowa State University, presented the charter to the members of the chapter. The charter was presented by the chapter's representative, Mrs. W. H. Reynolds, of the Alpha Omicron Chapter of the University of Iowa.

The charter was presented by the chapter's representative, Mrs. W. H. Reynolds, of the Alpha Omicron Chapter of the University of Iowa.

Wanted: Help Wanted

If interested in Suits and Overcoats made to measure. Reasonable. Dial 6694.

Rental: Three double rooms. during holidays. Transportation to be arranged.

Out-of-town passengers to be served free. Give linen sheets. Charcoal cloth. $3.00.

Made to order. Heed your own desires. Give the best of Contractor's. $1.00.

Bakery: One pound of bread for highest prices. 517 Iowa. Dial 3267.

Do you want to be a member of the Alpha Omicron Chapter? If so, call Dr. A. E. Simon at home, 112 E. College, Dial 3267.

Rents: Three double rooms. during holidays. Transportation to be arranged.

Out-of-town passengers to be served free. Give linen sheets. Charcoal cloth. $3.00.

Vacationed in the University of Iowa. WANTED: If interested in Suits and Overcoats made to measure. Reasonable. Dial 6694.

Bakery: One pound of bread for highest prices. 517 Iowa. Dial 3267.

Do you want to be a member of the Alpha Omicron Chapter? If so, call Dr. A. E. Simon at home, 112 E. College, Dial 3267.

Rents: Three double rooms. during holidays. Transportation to be arranged.

Out-of-town passengers to be served free. Give linen sheets. Charcoal cloth. $3.00.

Vacationed in the University of Iowa. WANTED: If interested in Suits and Overcoats made to measure. Reasonable. Dial 6694.

Bakery: One pound of bread for highest prices. 517 Iowa. Dial 3267.

Do you want to be a member of the Alpha Omicron Chapter? If so, call Dr. A. E. Simon at home, 112 E. College, Dial 3267.

Rents: Three double rooms. during holidays. Transportation to be arranged.
**Popeye**

_Henry, if you'll seal and stamp these envelopes for me I'll give you a nickel._

**Brick A. Ford**

_Brooklyn Bridge (and hope inane the here, big grouch them in the boot shop_)

**Blondie**

_Richie got the bug!_
Boyhood's Classic Christmas Wish

By RALPH BOHLUND

Christmas Cards—Let’s Send Different, Attractive Designs, Forms This Year!

By BUZIAZIA KLEINBERG

There are many firms that will produce the Christmas cards, but to send your own homemade cards with family photographs and thoughts of your loved ones will be remembered long after the cards are thrown away. The cards this year should be different, more attractive, and more thoughtful.

Christmas cards should be in the form of a personal message, not a copy of a commercial design. They should be made with care and attention to details. The cards should be signed and dated.

Send cards to your friends and relatives. They will appreciate your thoughtfulness and generosity.

Assorted and popular this Christmas are the Christmas crépe designs created by American artists. Colored reproductions of popular designs are available in various colors and sizes. They can be sent to your friends and relatives.

Christmas cards are a great way to express your thoughts and feelings. They are a reminder of the love and warmth that you share with your family and friends.

And a word about addressing your cards. If you are not sure, ask.

Betrueated

Mrs. Gilmore to Entertain Woman’s Club

By DAVID JONES

In there any small boy the country who hasn’t heard his father’s voice in the telephone?” one of the boys asked.

“It is a wonderful feeling to hear the voice of your father or mother over the telephone,” the other boy replied.

Mrs. Gilmore entertained the women’s club yesterday evening with a program entitled “Christmas Card Designs.”

Mrs. Gilmore began her program by saying, “Christmas cards are a wonderful way to express your love and respect to those you care about. They are a symbol of your thoughtfulness and generosity.”

Mrs. Gilmore showed the women a variety of Christmas cards, each with its own unique design and message. She explained the history of Christmas cards and how they have evolved over the years.

Mrs. Gilmore ended her program by asking the women to contribute their own design ideas for Christmas cards.

The women’s club was thoroughly enjoying Mrs. Gilmore’s program and showed their appreciation by a round of applause.

Distinctive Christmas Gifts

that are clearly appropriate are on display now at

Boerner’s Pharmacy

Perfumes and sets, cosmetic bags, curling sets, store, brushes, kształtre, and stampers, cigarette cases and lighters, billfolds, travelling sets, and cheap and dandy of those that defy description.

You’ll have to see them!

Open Evenings Toll 3:30 The Year Round

Get Your Gifts For Your Father—Brother And The Boy Friend Now!

By KEVIN KYE

This Christmas, give your father, brother or boyfriend a gift that is truly special. Boerner’s Pharmacy has the perfect selection in this part of the state—items that are unique and can be found nowhere else.

Select your gifts at Boerner’s and they cannot help but be appreciated.

For Christmas Gifts That Are Different It’s

BREMER’S

Iowa City’s Best Gift Stores For Men and Boys

Mrs. L. Rankin Will wed in Kansas City in February

By JIM KLAMKLOWT

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Ritter of Kansas City, Mo., have announced the marriage of their daughter, Barbara, to Kenneth Clark, of and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clark, of New York. The engagement was made at a party Sunday in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Clark in Kansas City.

The wedding will be held at an early date in Kansas City.

Mrs. Ritter was graduated from Kansas City College and is now employed as a fashion buyer for Boerman’s." What is this book about? This book is the story of the life of Herman Adler. It is a biography of the man who founded the company that bears his name. The book is written in a style that is both informative and engaging, and it provides a detailed account of Adler’s life and the company that he founded.
**Blanche Kyle**
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This year, as every year, every subscriber to The Daily Iowan may have the paper mailed to his vacation address during the Christmas Holidays.

To turn in your name and address will enable us to make more quickly the delivery change — Won't you turn the coupon this week at The Daily Iowan Business Office?

(COUPON)

**(COUPON)**

Subscribers Name ____________________________

Iowa City Address ____________________________

Start Mailing . . . . . . . . . . . Stop Mailing . . . . . . . . .

(Date) (Date)

**National College News**

**Holiday News**

.roll in walk radio broadcast.

Bottle Brigade That's the name of this portion of the famed Texas Christian University song book, and they're singing it to the tune of "Sweet Sue" played on bottles.

The bottles are tuned by adjusting the level of the liquid in them, with the big bottles on the left furnishing the bass notes.
They're learning all about good behavior.

Marine to President

Dr. Roswell Gray Ham

Marine to President

To the late society of two men who are presidents of famous women's colleges, has now been added Dr. Russell Grey Ham. An exception is the U. S. Marine, he has been selected to head Mt. Holyoke College, the first male president in its 110 years. It began as a female seminary in 1837, and in 1856, it is pioneer among schools to offer higher education to women.

It took about a regiment of Marines to overcome the opposition to Dr. Ham's appointment. He personally was under no ban, however. He had taught at Women's College of Alabama and had faced coeds at the University of California and Washington. It was just that under woman's hands, notably those of retiring President Mary Emma Wooley, Mt. Holyoke had grown to an eight-and-a-half million endowment. During her 37-year administration, enrollment has doubled, the faculty quadrupled.

Dr. Ham is 45, an-four-three, a native of California. For 16 years he taught at Yale, a good part of that time as professor of English. He is much younger than Smith's William Allan Neilson and Vassar's Henry Noble McCracken, who have learned to elevate their girls with glowing.

Research

An unusual photo study of a science student at work in a laboratory. This picture was taken in a Penn College science workshop.
C at work in a laboratory. This picture was
come the opposition to Dr. 

Mr. Holyoke's first male president
To the late society of two men who are pre-
dents of eastern women's colleges, has now
added Dr. Ham. An exception in the U. S. Marines, he has been selected to lead
Mt. Holyoke College, the first male president in 105 years. It began as a female seminary in
1836, today is summer among schools to offer
higher education to women.

It took almost a regiment of Marines to
conquer the opposition to Dr. Ham's appointment. He personally was under no
harm. He had taught in Woman's College of
California and Washington. It was just
101 years.

He is 74 years old President Mary
Ham's six-foot-three, a native of
California. For 16 years he taught at Yale, a good
part of that time as professor of English. He is
much younger than Smith's William Allan Neilson
and Vassar's Henry Noble McCracken, who have
learned to delight their girls with elocution.
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He is 74 years old President Mary
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After the Games Are Over
Grid Stars Return to Books and Classes
To Catch Up on Their Studying

These classmates are free on the gridiron.
Tony Blazine (left), Chicago Cardinal tackle, and Edgar Manske, Chicago Bear end, are classmates in the law school of Loyola University, where both are taking post-graduate work.

William C. Hutchinson (left), Dartmouth's sensational back, gives a few classroom pointers to a teammate, Tackle George Summers.

Big Time
Newspaper methods were taught in members of the University of Texas Daily Texan staff when alumna Stanley Walker, ace city editor, returned to his alma mater to lecture.

He leads America's young farmers
President J. Lester Poucher, 18-year-old University of Florida sophomore, is the newly elected head of the Future Farmers of America.

New System
The newsroom methods being taught in Temple University's journalism school are being used as used in the primitive days by our tribes.

Their classmates are free on the gridiron.
Nile Kinnick, University of Iowa quarterback, who was free through college by being a proctor in a university dormitory, helps two befuddled underclassmen.

Tree stars return to books and classes.

Touch!
Charles Cot delivers a smashing clip to the head of Theodore Grosscup II, who ducks to win an elegantly performed "touch" on his opponent in this University of Washington fencing class match.

All play and no work were taught in members of the University of Texas Daily Texan staff when alumna Stanley Walker, ace city editor, returned to his alma mater to lecture.

He's teaching the "Barrymore method" to some drama students at Beaver College.

She's shown giving pointers to Barbara Lewis and
the Games Are Over · 45 Return to Books and Classes · Catch Up on Their Studying

All play and no work ... bring ineligibility, so Sid Luckman (right), Columbia University triple-threat ace, helps his underclassmen students during a class study period.

New System ... of music instruction for students who are studying to become musicians by being made familiar with the rules.

Big Time ... newspaper methods were taught to members of the University of Texas Daily Texas staff when alumni such as Stanley Walker, an ex-staff editor, returned to his alma mater to lecture.

Touch!

Charles Cox delivers a smashing clip to the head of Thaddeus Grinspoon II, who ducks it in an elegantly performed "touch" on his opponent in this University of Washington fencing class match.

Artist-Teacher ... bringing with her the teaching of Ethel Barrymore, her famous mother, Ethel Barrymore Colter instructs the drama students of Beaver College in the art of modern dramatics. She's shown giving pointers to Barbara Lewis and Maude Manogue.
Iron Hats
... of the variety proudly being displayed here are worn by all Butler University seniors. Well-enforced rules prohibit other than seniors to wear derby's on the campus. Shown here are William Olsen, Roger Hooker, Robert Simms and James Basker.

Orchids
... by Betty Diltz, Mundelein College freshman, says "orchids to botany field trips" after visiting a suburban Chicago greenhouse recently to examine specimens of rare blooms.

Getting Mail
... is a popular morning between-classes activity at the College of William and Mary, and no pun was intended, either. The white-washed postoffice of restored Williamsburg is in the background.

Aides for Nation's Disease Fighters

An increasingly important branch of medical training is that given in medical technology courses to prepare laboratory workers to assist medical scientists in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. One of the largest departments of this kind is that at the University of Minnesota, where future technologists must complete a four-year course for a degree. The first three years of this course are spent at the art college and the medical school, the final year in securing practical experience in hospital laboratories, scenes from which are shown here.

Tests... of many kinds are made by the medical technologist, and here Veda Humm is learning the correct procedure to be followed in making the tube experiments.

Blood donors... must be trained so that their blood properties can be determined.

Every day is derby day for Butler seniors.

She's a student of rare flowers.

Microscope preparation require careful and skilled preparation. Here Nell Heino and Louise Find prepare a piece of tissue for mounting on a microscope slide.

Dr. George Sundgren, Brigham Young University graduate, wanted more exercise than one punching bag could give him, so he developed this two-bag reflector.

Fashion experts are going to the D.C. are the latest additions to the University of Missouri trio are so popular on the Showme campus these days.

Collegiate Digest

Double Workout

Dog Collars... are the latest additions to the Students' News. The new white-washed postoffice of restored Williamsburg is in the background.

Aides for Nation's Disease Fighters

An increasingly important branch of medical training is that given in medical technology courses to prepare laboratory workers to assist medical scientists in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. One of the largest departments of this kind is that at the University of Minnesota, where future technologists must complete a four-year course for a degree. The first three years of this course are spent at the art college and the medical school, the final year in securing practical experience in hospital laboratories, scenes from which are shown here.

Tests... of many kinds are made by the medical technologist, and here Veda Humm is learning the correct procedure to be followed in making the tube experiments.

Blood donors... must be trained so that their blood properties can be determined.

Every day is derby day for Butler seniors.

She's a student of rare flowers.

Microscope preparation require careful and skilled preparation. Here Nell Heino and Louise Find prepare a piece of tissue for mounting on a microscope slide.

Dr. George Sundgren, Brigham Young University graduate, wanted more exercise than one punching bag could give him, so he developed this two-bag reflector.

Fashion experts are going to the D.C. are the latest additions to the University of Missouri trio are so popular on the Showme campus these days.
Orchids

She’s a student of rare flowers.

Bette Diltz, Mundelein College freshman, says, "I souha to be the 'head' for such things." after visiting a suburban Chicago greenhouse recently to examine specimens of rare blooms.

Fashion: Dog Collars

Are the latest additions to Betty Coed’s ensemble. Members of this University of Missouri trio are wearing the dog collar belts that are so popular on the Showme campus these days.

Getting Mail

... is a popular morning between-classes activity at the College of William and Mary, and no pun was intended, either. The whitewashed post office of restored Williamsburg is in the background.

Queens and Gods

... adorn the walls above the study desks in universities in India. Pictures of Gandhi, Sylvia Sidney, an English beauty queen and the god Krishna reflect the clash of old mystic tradition and modern English influence in the minds of these young people.

Double Workout

Dr. George Sandgren, Brigham Young University graduate, wanted more exercise than one punching bag could give him, so he developed this two-bag model.

X-ray machine operation

Important part of the course. Here, it is demonstrating the correct method of an x-ray tube above the part of the body photographed.

Blood donors

Must be trained so that their blood properties can be determined.

Microscopic examinations

... require careful and skillful preparation. Here, Velma Houston is learning the correct procedure to be followed in making histological slides.

Ion’s Disease Fighters

Tests of many kinds are made by the medical technologists, and here, Veda Houston is learning the correct procedure to be followed in making histological slides.

Sylvia Sidney rules student desks in India, too.

One of Collegiate Digest’s Behind-the-Scenes Stories of Higher Education
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For instance, students are going to the dogs.

Fashion: Dog Collars... are the latest additions to Betty Coed’s ensemble. Members of this University of Missouri trio are wearing the dog collar belts that are so popular on the Showme campus these days.

Sylvia Sidney rules student desks in India, too.

Queens and Gods... adorn the walls above the study desks in universities in India. Pictures of Gandhi, Sylvia Sidney, an English beauty queen and the god Krishna reflect the clash of old mystic tradition and modern English influence in the minds of these young people.
FEAR 91 KILLED B
House Begins Struggle
Over Wage-Hour Bill
Opposition Will Attempt Delay Of Legislation

Japanese's Profound Apologies

Japan's Prime Minister, Jiro Tanaka, today apologized to the United States for the destruction caused by the Japanese invasion of China, which led to the start of World War II.

A.F.I. Favors 'Idea of Activity' Ticket; Opposes Present Plan

China Begins Struggle

China has begun a struggle to gain the support of the United Nations and other international bodies in order to secure the return of Japanese-occupied territories.

Report Unrest in Haiti Rising: Wound Guards

CUTTAN SHAWOLO, Dominica Republic, Dec. 18 (AP) — Reports from Haiti today indicated that there is unrest in the country, with guards being injured in clashes with residents.

Better Deal Hamilton to Select Party Leaders

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 18 (AP) — Hamilton, the Democratic leader of the Missouri Legislature, said today that he will run for the U.S. Senate seat vacated by the late Senator Thomas J. Watson, Democrat.

Congressional Relief, Tramp, Life-Te

PITTSBURGH, Dec. 18 (AP) — The House of Representatives today voted to approve a $25,000 relief bill for the unemployed, but the measure was held up in the Senate pending further action.

To London

N.Y. Daily News Entire Page

NEW YORK, Dec. 18 (AP) — The front page of the New York Daily News will feature a large headline: "The Case of the Missing Article".

Music...appreciation is being taught at New York University by the popular dance band leader, Vincent Lopez. He's giving the first lecture of the course.

"Learning by Doing"...is the educational slogan of Bennington College students, where most of the students' time is spent on individual projects. This student is learning current world history from a first edition.

"Lady of the ensemble Chorus..." is a project of the Young Men's Christian Association.

"She's winning perfume strength..."

Mechanical Nose...If your perfume is not strong, present, or too weak, this laboratory device will tell you in exact numbers just what is wrong. It's called the nonscope, and it's being demonstrated by Martha Hawkjuk, junior at the University of Oklahoma school of pharmacy.

Eventually the terms of the label are

"Lovable..." is a project of the University of Pennsylvania's Wig Club production at the University of Pennsylvania, where a popular dance band has been working on the current program.